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In this practical and entertaining guide, the top veterinarians and animal specialists in the country offer a
lot more than 1,000 effective tips for treating common pet problems, such as: allergies, bad breath,
hearing mites, fleas, itchy skin, paw problems, teething discomfort, weepy eye, and wounds. Because the
health needs of dogs and cats are often entirely different, there are also specific ideas for both cats and
dogs, along with more than 75 easy-to-stick to illustrations. But, much more than a guide to the physical
and emotional problems of household pets, The Doctors Publication of HOME CURES for Cats and dogs
also provides answers to a few of the toughest behavior problems, letting owners know when it's
necessary to go to the vet--and what they are able to do until they get there. Having this ultimate do-it-
yourself pet-care book is similar to having a veterinarian on contact 24 hours a day.
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Good Home Care Book I bought this for a pal as I've had one for years. Pages 61-65 talk about some
ways to offer with this. When your pet has a minor issue rather than running to a pricey vet you can use
the home remedies in this publication to solve the problem. The majority of what you'll need may be in
your pantry or medication cabinet or at least available at the local store. Cat Health I got this to know
more approximately my cats. isn't very detailed, very little real home treatments - more common sense
things. For instance, if you desire to understand about keeping a dog's ears clean with home made
preparations, you will discover a quotation from Dr. Five Stars good job i love The Doctors Publication of
HOME CURES for Dogs and.D.). Now, when he will his ‘duet’ with his pal, I just head to him, clap my
hands, say ‘arrive’, he wags his tail, works to where I sit, and immediately lies down next to me. Skip that
one as there are much better books of this type out there. Degen on web page 77, a snipet from Dr. Allen
Paul on page 167, etc, etc. and then, a disclaimer on page 125 letting you know not to use in the home
products but to find your veterinarian and only use what your veterinarian says. The chapter on dental
care is focused on gradually getting the pet to accept a brush by attempting garlic salt and tuna seafood
water. At no point will the chapter ever get into any facts about what products to consider or make, what
veterinarians think about different ingredients in products, etc. Just a collection of very general ideas for
approaching your dog's mouth. I’ve got to state it: This book, written by panels of DVMs, VMDs, Ph. sp
helpful book to provide proper care of pets when needed Every pet owner should have this book, in the
event that their cat or dog should ever need treatment Great Book This book should be on the shelf of
every pet owner. Picture the money you'll conserve by fixing the issue yourself.It's really difficult to
decide whether to perform your pet to the veterinarian or not and this book gives just enough information
to assist you make a decision along with some home remedies and suggestions to try first. Especially first
time pet owners, but actually those of us who have had pets for years, can get great use from scanning
this and keeping it readily available as a reference. Eh... Particularly when the veterinarian is closed and I
am by myself with an ill puppy.... as well vague, unorganized, non-detailed to be useful Thick book
however, not much info showing for it. We've used many of the guidelines and they been employed by
well. Great information. Great book I've this book, and utilize it all of the time. She doesn’t like the
disturbing sound, associates the nips with the sound, and stops the behavior. This book literally has a
remedy even for getting rid of porcupine quills, acne, etc. Our boy is a ‘community barker’ with another
dog 1 street away; Excellent book!.. Superb book! I saved $800 by using a few of the remedies in this
reserve when the vet wanted to keep my pet dog overnight and keep me with an enormous bill. I
considered pages 330-332, to discover that this book suggests putting coins in underneath of a can or jar
and shaking them loudly when our young lady does this. recommend works Very Useful I have already
been using this publication for years and have trained with as a gift to my fellow pet owners. It has saved
me money for certain.. The Drs BK of HOME CURES: Jam-packed with Information, Compiled by Panels
of Vets, Ph. However, it really is as though the authors purposely decided to provide scant and vague
details sometimes leaving out dosage (in order not to allow door open for liability?s, DDSs, Trainers, etc.
A collection of random, general snipets put together in a nonlogical order earns this book one star.., has
some good assistance. After our last beloved American Eskimo passed on last winter, we got a male and a
lady Eskie from American Eskimo Rescue here in Texas. Our feminine mouths and nips, which might be
why she was in rescue. I definitely recommend this book. This one I bought for my sister who just rescued
a puppy. This book literally includes a remedy actually . his ‘duets’ needed to be remedied. In case you are
a dog owner it's an excellent publication to have around for minimal emergencies. I used some of the
suggestions that I read, but I ended up likely to him at the window, leashing him, giving him a collar pop
when I state ‘come’, getting him in the living space with me (or another interior space), and attaching the
leash to my sofa. After 5-10 mins, I de-leash him. Another significant problem with this book is that you
have to go to each web page referenced in the index to learn about a given condition. I believed this



publication will be full of at home remedies and detailed information on over-the-counter human
medicine that's safe for domestic pets and herbal treatments to try..Ds, DDSs, trainers, etc.i really like it
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